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EDITORIAL

Within the 2030 Agenda institutionalization scenario in the 
Brazilian Judiciary, the central theme of the 6th issue of the Judicial 
School of TRT4 Journal brings the 80 YEARS OF THE LABOR 
JUSTICE: institutional reaffirmation in the face of the UN Agenda 
2030 objectives. 

Among the papers that make up the thematic dossier, we high-
light the debate on labor protection for sex workers and intermit-
tent work. Still within the perspective of decent work, the platform 
economics is discussed in a scenario of change in the business 
activity and in the world of work, with the aim of enabling economic 
growth. Moreover, the qualification of labor relations is addressed 
in order to develop human rights in companies.

In the Covid-19 pandemic context that is occurring in global 
proportions, the objects of study are the employment contract ter-
mination based on the emergency labor legislation, as well as the 
occupational diseases resulting from the disregard for social dis-
tancing rules. 

As usual, the issue brings other relevant subjects to Labor 
Justice, namely: the historic rescue of the workers’ strike brought 
in the novel Germinal, by Émile Zola, in face of the jurisprudence 
of the Superior Labor Court (TST), the legal security in employ-
ment relations and the combat against judicial activism in this 
Specialized Justice, Convention no. 190 of the International Labor 
Organization (ILO) and its emancipatory potential, in addition to 
the scope of the employment relationship and the general clauses.
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We hope that the articles contribute to the dialectical debate of 
relevant issues that involve contemporary labor, in order to contrib-
ute to the improvement of the justice provision and the incessant 
search for justice and inequalities reduction.

We renew our acknowledgments to the authors for their con-
fidence in sharing their studies in this journal, as well as to the 
reviews and advisors for their collaboration throughout the edito-
rial process.

 We wish you an excellent reading!

 Leandro Krebs Gonçalves José Felipe Ledur
Editor Vice-Editor


